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Abstract: Monitoring natural ecosystems and ecosystem transitions is crucial for a better 

understanding of land change processes. By providing synoptic views in space and time, 

remote sensing data have proven to be valuable sources for such purposes. With the 

forthcoming Environmental Mapping and Analysis Program (EnMAP), frequent and  

area-wide mapping of natural environments by means of high quality hyperspectral data 

becomes possible. However, the amplified spectral mixing due to the sensor’s ground 

sampling distance of 30 m on the one hand and the patterns of natural landscapes in the form 

of gradual transitions between different land cover types on the other require special 

attention. Based on simulated EnMAP data, this study focuses on mapping shrub vegetation 

along a landscape gradient of shrub encroachment in a semi-arid, natural environment in 

Portugal. We demonstrate how probability outputs from a support vector classification 

(SVC) model can be used to extend a hard classification by information on shrub cover 

fractions. This results in a more realistic representation of gradual transitions in shrub 

vegetation maps. We suggest a new, adapted approach for SVC parameter selection: During 

the grid search, parameter pairs are evaluated with regard to the prediction of synthetically 

mixed test data, representing shrub to non-shrub transitions, instead of the hard classification 

of original, discrete test data. Validation with an unbiased, equalized random sampling 

shows that the resulting shrub-class probabilities from adapted SVC more accurately 
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represent shrub cover fractions (mean absolute error/root mean squared error of 

16.3%/23.2%) compared to standard SVC (17.1%/29.5%). Simultaneously, the discrete 

classification output was considerably improved by incorporating synthetic mixtures into 

parameter selection (averaged F1 accuracies increased from 72.4% to 81.3%). Based on our 

findings, the integration of synthetic mixtures into SVC parameterization allows the use of 

SVC for sub-pixel cover fraction estimation and, this way, can be recommended for deriving 

improved qualitative and quantitative descriptions of gradual transitions in shrub vegetation. 

The approach is therefore of high relevance for mapping natural ecosystems from future 

EnMAP data. 

Keywords: class probabilities; EnMAP; imaging spectroscopy; Portugal; shrub ecosystem; 

sub-pixel mapping; support vector classification 

 

1. Introduction 

Natural and semi-natural ecosystems play an important role in conserving biodiversity and providing 

essential ecosystem services. Shrub-dominated ecosystems, for example, sequester carbon, regulate 

climate, provide biomass, offer habitats for organisms, and may protect soils, control fire regimes, or 

improve water quality [1,2]. Natural areas in the Mediterranean or semi-arid regions are often covered 

by shrub vegetation [3]. The Mediterranean region—due to its intensive land use history—is highly 

susceptible to land degradation [4]. Formerly cultivated land is abandoned, leading to the subsequent 

succession of natural vegetation and shrub encroachment, a phenomenon widely reported during the past 

decades [5–7]. Such spatio-temporal change processes lead to landscape patterns of gradual transitions 

in shrub vegetation, with different stages of shrub development (gradients from very young and small to 

mature and high) and varying degrees of densities (gradients from sparse to high dense), accompanied 

by changing portions of additional ground vegetation and background cover types, such as trees, 

herbaceous plants, rocks, and bare soil. The mapping and monitoring of these natural ecosystems and 

ecosystem transitions is hence very challenging. However, such efforts are crucial to develop both a 

better understanding of land change processes and sustainable management strategies, which ultimately 

supports the provision of ecosystem services. 

By providing synoptic views in space and time, remote sensing data are a major source for extensively 

mapping and monitoring natural environments at a high frequency [8–10]. Particularly multispectral 

imagery at 30 m spatial resolution from the Landsat satellites constitute a typical data source for 

extensive shrub cover maps [11,12]. Other studies make use of multispectral data with high spatial 

resolution (<10 m) for the spatial and temporal characterization of shrub vegetation [13,14]. However, 

especially in semi-arid environments such as the Mediterranean region, when mapping shrub cover with 

varying densities, development stages, and background cover types, the use of multispectral information 

may be limited. Mapping efforts are impeded by the low spectral contrast between different land cover 

types when adopting broadband reflectance data. In contrast, hyperspectral data enhance the distinction 

of different land cover types by providing hundreds of contiguous spectral bands [15,16]. The potential 

of data with high spectral information content for the thematically detailed mapping of shrub species 
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was demonstrated in various studies [17–19]. Yet most hyperspectral-based analyses are constrained to 

airborne data with limited spatial coverage acquired during sporadic flight campaigns, thus restricting 

the operational mapping and monitoring opportunities. A few studies used spaceborne hyperspectral data 

(e.g., from the Compact High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer or the Hyperion instrument) for shrub 

vegetation mapping [16,20–22]. However, the hyperspectral data availability will change with the advent 

of new operational spaceborne imaging spectrometers, such as the Environmental Mapping and Analysis 

Program hyperspectral imager (EnMAP, [23]) or the Hyperspectral Infrared Imager (HySPIRI, [24]). 

The EnMAP sensor will frequently capture high quality hyperspectral imagery with regional coverage 

and a 30 m ground sampling distance (g.s.d.), and this way becomes an unique data source promoting 

innovative environmental applications [25]. 

Land cover classifications (also referred to as hard classification) are one of the most commonly used 

analyses of remote sensing data [26,27]. Many procedures for generating accurate land cover maps exist, 

and discrete maps are both easy to interpret and sufficient for many subsequent applications. 

Nevertheless, hard per-pixel classifications considerably generalize the true land cover for two reasons. 

First, they do not account for spectral mixing between different land cover types within single pixels. 

The extent of spectral mixing therefore depends on the composition and fragmentation of the 

environment [16,28,29], and increases with decreasing spatial resolution of the sensor. Second, they 

often fail to realistically represent landscapes which are not characterized by sharp boundaries but by 

gradual transitions, as it is typical for natural environments [30–32]. As a consequence, quantitative 

methods, for example, multiple endmember spectral mixture analysis [33] or regression approaches [34], 

increasingly gained interest as alternatives as they directly provide information on sub-pixel land cover 

fractions. Despite the good results of these quantitative methods, hard classification remains frequently 

used, mainly because for many land cover types and in many applications the discrete information is 

sufficient and the collection of training information is relatively simple. In this context, it seems useful 

to advance easy-to-use classification approaches in a way that they ideally enable an accurate hard 

classification of the dominant land cover while generating cover fraction estimates for those land cover 

types that are characterized by gradual landscape transitions on-the-fly. 

Machine learning-based classification became a widely used technique for the processing of remote 

sensing data [35]. One of the most prominent examples is the kernel-based support vector classification 

(SVC), which was proven a very accurate and reliable technique, successfully applied in a wide range 

of domains [36,37], and particularly suited for high-dimensional data [38–40]. Common implementations 

of SVC use posterior class probabilities as an intermediate step on the way to the discrete class 

decision[41,42]. The continuous information in these probabilities was shown to be of high value for 

complex classification tasks [43]. However, only few examples exist where probabilities were related to 

land cover fractions to better characterize mixed pixels [44,45]. This is due to the fact that these 

probabilities do not necessarily correlate with cover fraction estimates [46], such as estimates from unmixing 

or regression approaches. Instead, they are derived through model optimization with regard to the hard 

discrimination of classes. In a recent study, a new strategy for the parameter selection of classification 

approaches to directly relate class probabilities to cover fraction estimates was introduced [46]. The authors 

adapt class probabilities by integrating quantitative data into parameter selection, i.e., during the grid 

search, parameter pairs are evaluated with regard to the prediction of synthetically mixed test data 

representing cover fractions instead of the hard classification of original, discrete test data. Synthetic 
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mixtures are directly calculated from all input training samples by gradual, step-wise linear mixing and 

no further user input or interaction is required. The efficiency and stability of this strategy was 

demonstrated using the kernel-based import vector machine classifier and field spectra. However, tests 

on actual image data with more complex mixtures as, for example, expected from future spaceborne 

EnMAP data are still lacking. At the same time, it seems adequate to evaluate the advantages of synthetic 

mixtures in the parameterization process of machine learners in SVC, one of the strongest, most 

frequently used classifiers in the field of remote sensing. 

The overarching goal of this work is to demonstrate how probability outputs from a SVC can be used 

to extend a hard classification (qualitative) by information on cover fractions (quantitative) when 

mapping gradual transitions of shrub vegetation with simulated EnMAP data from a natural environment 

in Portugal. We aim at illustrating that little changes in parameterization can lead to better cover fraction 

representations by class probabilities while simultaneously improving the hard classification output. To 

evaluate this strategy, our specific objectives are to compare (1) the accuracies of the hard classification; 

and (2) the sub-pixel cover fraction estimates of shrub cover derived from the standard SVC 

implementation and the adapted SVC approach. We additionally provide a comprehensive analysis and 

discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of our approach, exemplified for four spatial subsets 

representing the typical landscape patterns of gradual transitions in shrub vegetation. Our study 

contributes to bridging between qualitative and quantitative mapping, which is of particular relevance 

when adopting forthcoming spaceborne hyperspectral data for mapping assessment in natural ecosystems. 

2. Study Area and Materials 

2.1. Study Area 

The study area is located between the towns of Castro Verde and Mértola in southern Portugal (Figure 1a). 

The slightly undulating region reflects the typical structure of a semi-arid, natural Mediterranean 

environment, with land cover types such as cereal fields, fallow grasslands, woodlands, and shrublands [47], 

as illustrated in Figure 2. The extensive agricultural cultivation of cereals in the region’s land use history 

has led to a spatio-temporal landscape mosaic, with dominant fallow grasslands and winter cereal crops, 

and ploughed and stubble fields [48,49]. During the last decades these steppe-like landscapes have 

changed due to agricultural intensification, land abandonment, and the afforestation (cf. Figure 2c) [49] 

of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus), umbrella pine (Pinus pinea), and holm oak (Quercus rotundifolia). 

Agricultural land abandonment has led to increasing shrub encroachment on fallow lands, which is 

particularly visible in the southeastern part of the study area. In contrast, the northwestern part benefits 

from management incentives, which promote extensive agriculture use. This has caused spatially 

fragmented patterns of rockrose (Cistus spp.) patches (cf. Figure 2), which are common pioneer shrubs 

in that region. The study area comprises an observed landscape gradient of increasing shrub 

encroachment along a northwest- to southeast-oriented transect of about 30 by 7 km. In addition to the 

entire gradient, this work considers four spatial subsets representing the typical landscape patterns of 

gradual transitions in shrub vegetation, including high  and medium dense shrub areas, shrub in tree 

plantations, and early successional shrub sites (Figure 1b). 
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Figure 1. (a) Simulated EnMAP scene (red = 863 nm, green = 652 nm, blue = 548 nm) 

covering the study area. Areas with available reference data appear semi-transparent.  

(b) Four selected spatial subsets are highlighted with aerial photographs (center) and a 

reference shrub cover map (right). 
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Figure 2. Photographs of shrub sites in the study area at the time of the flight campaign in 

August 2011. (a) Patches of Cistus spp. (medium/high dense) with dry and fallow grassland 

vegetation in the underlying background. (b) Riparian area with dried riverbed,  

Nerium oleander spp., and Phragmites vegetation and Cistus spp. patches (high dense) at the 

undulating background. (c) Pinus pinea plantation with Cistus spp. encroachment and 

Eucalyptus globulus trees. (d) Patches of scattered small shrub plants (low/medium dense) 

at the slope (shrub succession). 

2.2. EnMAP Data 

A simulated EnMAP scene was used for mapping shrub vegetation within the study area (Figure 1). 

The EnMAP scene was simulated based on four adjoined hyperspectral flight stripes acquired by the 

Airborne Imaging Spectrometer for Applications (AISA) at an altitude of 4500 m with Eagle and Hawk 

instruments during a flight campaign in August 2011. The AISA Eagle and Hawk datasets were 

radiometrically and atmospherically corrected using a radiative transfer model approach for airborne 

imagery with subsequent spectral polishing (Savitzky-Golay filtering), and a nadir normalization to 

correct for across-track illumination differences [50]. This was followed by a geometric correction, layer 

stacking, and mosaicking of the data [51], resulting in an AISA Eagle and Hawk reflectance product 

covering the entire study area in a single image mosaic with a g.s.d. of 5.4 m. This image mosaic was 

subsequently used to simulate a 30 m EnMAP scene using the EnMAP end-to-end Simulation Tool 

(EeteS) [23,52]. EeteS was developed by the German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ) during 

the preparatory activities of the EnMAP mission, and is capable of simulating EnMAP-like reflectance 

images (L2), taking into account a variety of instrumental and environmental configurations. The 

simulated EnMAP scene was corrected for noisy spectral bands and data artifacts, i.e., 0.14% of all 

pixels were masked. More detailed information on the flight campaign, pre-processing, and image 

simulation is provided in [34]. Specifications on the spectral configuration and spatial properties of the 

AISA and simulated EnMAP data can be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Spectral configurations and spatial properties for EnMAP simulation input and output. 

 AISA Eagle/AISA Hawk Simulated EnMAP 

Spectral range (nm) 400–970/970–2500 420–2450 

Spectral bands 244/254 
146 (after removal of 98 bands with 

low signal-to-noise ratio) 

Spectral sampling distance (nm) 2.3/6.5 6.5–10 

Ground sampling distance (m) 5.4/5.4 (after geometric correction) 30 

2.3. Training Data 

Pixels for model training were extracted from the EnMAP scene using field survey data and visual 

interpretation of high-resolution orthophotography data (from the “Instituto Geográfico Português”, 

taken in 2009) (cf. Figure 1b, center). A total number of 140 representative samples, reflecting all natural 

land cover types of the study area, were categorized into the target class shrub (44 samples) and the 

background class (96 samples). The target class includes pixels covered by shrub plants from the genus 

Cistus spp. (hereafter referred to as “shrub”). The background class includes pixels covered by the most 

meaningful residuary natural land cover types of the study area, such as grassland, tree, cereal, other 

shrub species, riparian vegetation, bare soil, exposed rock, and water. During collection of training 

samples for the target shrub class, we only included samples with a visually identifiable maximum natural 

purity with regard to the 30 m g.s.d. of EnMAP. In contrast, samples for the background class potentially 

also include mixtures of various background cover types, for example, water and trees. 

2.4. Reference Data 

Reference data for validating our shrub maps were obtained from an existing high spatial resolution 

land cover classification consisting of six classes (shrub (Cistus spp.), bare soil, cereal, grass, wood, and 

water). This land cover classification was produced in [34] with an overall accuracy (OA) of 94.2% 

based on SVC and four additional AISA Eagle and Hawk flight stripes. These flight stripes were also 

acquired during the flight campaign in August 2011 (cf. Section 2.2) at an altitude of 1500 m, thus 

resulting in a lower g.s.d. of 1.8 m and smaller swath width when overlaid with the simulated EnMAP 

scene. Reference information is therefore exclusively available along four northwest- to southeast-oriented 

corridors within the study area (cf. Figure 1a). The shrub class pixels were spatially aggregated to 

EnMAP pixel size, resulting in 71432 pixels (corresponding to more than 30% of the entire study area) to 

generate two 30 m resolution reference layers. The first reference layer is a discrete binary shrub/non-shrub 

map used to validate the hard classification, and the second reference layer is a shrub cover fraction map 

used to validate the fraction estimates derived from standard and adapted SVC. The reference fraction 

map values range from 0% to 100% shrub cover, with a large proportion of 0% shrub cover pixels. 

3. Methods and Data Analysis 

3.1. Support Vector Classification (SVC) 

Kernel-based support vector classification from the field of machine learning has become a widely 

used processing technique in remote sensing research. SVC is a powerful, supervised, non-parametric, 
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statistical learning technique with the ability to solve nonlinear problems, especially when adopting  

high-dimensional data or a small number of training samples [37,53,54]. Details on the theoretical 

foundation of SVC can be found in [36]. As in other kernel-based methods, the efficiency of SVC 

depends on the selection of adequate kernel and regularization parameters. Selecting these parameters 

aims at avoiding the over- or under-fitting of the model, which is commonly guaranteed using a grid 

search strategy combined with cross-validation of the model [53,54]. 

We used “imageSVM” for classification [55], which is an open-source tool for support vector 

machine (SVM) applications with remote sensing data. imageSVM is based on the library for SVM 

(LIBSVM) [56] and is delivered as part of the EnMAP-Box [57]. The SVC model was initialized with 

the training data introduced above (cf. Section 2.3). For mapping into the kernel space, we applied the 

Gaussian radial basis kernel function. Optimal parameter pairs for the regularization parameter C and kernel 

parameter γ were determined by a heuristic grid search in conjunction with a three-fold cross-validation. 

Wide ranges of both parameters were searched to avoid the selection of pairs at the borders of the grid. 

The averaged F1 accuracies [58] were used as qualitative performance measures for each parameter pair 

during the grid search, which refers to a parameter selection optimized with regard to hard classification. 

The averaged F1 accuracies represent the arithmetic mean of the class-wise F1 values, which are 

calculated as the weighted harmonic mean of the user’s (UA) and producer’s accuracy (PA). Precisely, the 

class-wise F1 value for class 𝑖 is given by: F1i = 2 × UAi × PAi / (UAi + PAi). Thus, being a class-dependent 

measure, the averaged F1 features advantages for overall measures, for example, the OA. Once the SVC 

is parametrized, the model output is mapped onto class probabilities by an optimized sigmoid function [41], 

which are then categorized into discrete classification maps by using a threshold of 50%. The use of 

posterior probabilities is prominent as it may improve the reliability of class decisions [42]. The SVC 

model was applied to the EnMAP scene to derive the two-layered shrub vegetation map consisting of a 

hard classification (i.e., discrete shrub cover map) and a probability map of the shrub class (referred to 

as the sub-pixel cover fraction map). We refer to this implementation of SVC as “standard SVC”. 

3.2. Adapted Support Vector Classification 

The class probabilities, as derived from standard SVC, are obtained from a model parameterization 

which is optimized with regard to a hard classification scheme. In order to tune the class probabilities 

toward a better representation of cover fractions, we tested a new strategy for parameter selection that 

was recently developed for combined qualitative and quantitative mapping [46]. The underlying idea of 

this strategy is to adapt class probabilities by using a quantitative model evaluation during parameterization. 

The qualitative performance measure used to evaluate each parameter pair during the grid search of 

standard SVC is replaced with a quantitative one. In doing so, models are not evaluated using OA, kappa 

coefficient, or F1 accuracy as is commonly done using discrete test samples. Instead, the difference 

between modeled class probabilities and mixing proportions of a set of synthetically mixed training 

samples is evaluated with, for example, the mean absolute error (MAE) or the root mean squared error 

(RMSE). The best performing model is subsequently selected for the final prediction. As synthetically 

mixed training data are expected to represent cover fractions [46,59], this strategy adapts probabilities 

to quantitative mapping. 

The synthetically mixed data considered for model selection were calculated by mixing each training 

sample from the target class with every available background pixel [46,59]. To represent cover fractions 
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we assumed simple linear mixing between the spectra, which applies to many real-world scenarios [60]. 

We used mixing proportions in 20% steps. The synthetic dataset, therefore, consists of synthetic spectra 

representing mixtures between the target class (shrub) and the background class (i.e., all remaining cover 

types). Associated mixing fractions are: 20/80; 40/60; 60/40; 80/20 (proportion target class/proportion 

background class in %). This resulted in a set of original pure class spectra (44 + 96 = 140), synthetically 

mixed spectra (44 × 96 × 4 = 16,896), and related mixing proportions from 0% to 100% of the respective 

target class.  

We used an adapted version of imageSVM for classification based on the introduced quantitative 

model selection. The general framework was kept constant to standard SVC, i.e., the same training input 

and model settings were adopted to guarantee a fair comparison of the methods. Nevertheless, according 

to this strategy, we chose the MAE as the quantitative performance measure during the grid search, 

together with 17,036 spectra and mixing proportions for model evaluation. By applying the adapted SVC 

model to the EnMAP scene, we obtained another two-layered shrub vegetation map consisting of a hard 

classification (i.e., discrete shrub cover map) and a probability map of the shrub class (representing a  

sub-pixel cover fraction map). We refer to this implementation of SVC as “adapted SVC”. 

3.3. Validation 

The accuracies of these shrub vegetation maps produced from both standard and adapted SVC were 

evaluated using the independent reference data at EnMAP pixel scale. The discrete shrub cover maps 

were compared to the discrete reference information and statistically evaluated for their averaged F1 

accuracy. The shrub cover fraction maps were compared to the reference fractions and evaluated using 

the MAE, RMSE, and goodness of fit statistics (R² values). All statistics were calculated for the entire 

reference area and for the four selected spatial subsets. To account for the strongly skewed shrub cover 

distribution (cf. Section 2.4), we considered an unbiased equalized random sample from the reference 

data of 731 observations for each reference decile for the entire study area. In this way, we derived  

7310 validation pixels, which ensured a more realistic evaluation along the full range of fractions. To 

account for random effects during sampling, we used mean values over 200 iterations. For evaluating 

the four spatial subsets, we used all available reference samples within the respective subset  

(889 validation pixels in (i), 830 in (ii), 858 in (iii), and 891 in (iv)). For better visualization of the high 

number of validation pixels, a boxplot of each reference decile is presented. 

4. Results 

4.1. Assessment of Discrete Shrub Cover Maps 

The discrete shrub cover maps derived by standard and adapted SVC (Figure 3a) illustrate similar 

spatial patterns with a dominance of shrub cover in the southeastern part of the study area. Adapted SVC 

leads to an improved F1 accuracy of 81.3% compared to standard SVC with 72.4% (cf. Table 2a). 

Exploring mapping patterns and accuracies at the local scale (selected subsets) provides a more detailed 

insight into the quality of the discrete shrub cover map for different regions within the study area. The 

visual inspection of the four subset regions more clearly reveals spatial patterns of shrub vegetation, 

which are well reproduced by both SVC variants (cf. Figure 3b). Adapted SVC results in more shrub 
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pixels. This is clearly visible in the classification subsets, where, in comparison with standard SVC, for 

(i, ii) 20% to 30% more shrub pixels are present, for (iii) nearly double the number are present, and in 

(iv) almost three times the number of pixels are classified as shrub (cf. Figure 3b). The classification 

results show that shrub vegetation is separated from different background cover types, such as 

herbaceous vegetation, grass, and soil (i-iv), trees (i, iii), and riparian land cover types (i, iv), which is also 

expressed by the F1 accuracies (cf. Table 2b). In (iv), accuracies are distinctly lower for adapted SVC, 

which is mainly related to errors in the northwestern part of the reference area. 

 

Figure 3. Discrete shrub cover maps derived from standard SVC and adapted SVC (a) for 

the entire study area and (b) for selected subsets. For information on coordinates and 

orientation, the reader is referred to Figure 1.  
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Table 2. Averaged F1 accuracies of the discrete shrub cover maps derived from standard 

SVC (left) and adapted SVC (right) (a) for the entire study area and (b) for selected subsets. 

Statistics for the entire study area are derived from mean values of 200 iterations for an 

equalized random sample of 731 observations for each decile (cf. Section 3.3). Higher 

accuracy values are highlighted. 

  Standard SVC Adapted SVC  

(a) F1(%) 72.37 81.33  

(b) F1(%) 71.15 75.65 (i) 

  64.41 67.50 (ii) 

  62.88 63.83 (iii) 

  55.10 48.17 (iv) 

4.2. Assessment of Shrub Cover Fraction Maps 

The shrub cover fraction maps derived by standard and adapted SVC clearly reveal the landscape 

patterns of gradual transitions in shrub vegetation, with increasing shrub abundance toward the 

southeastern part of the study area (cf. Figure 4a). Quantitative accuracies of the shrub cover fraction maps 

obtained from standard and adapted SVC are shown in Table 3. Adapted SVC performs better and 

improves shrub cover fraction estimates, with RMSE decreasing from 29.5% to 23.2%, i.e., a relative 

decrease of RMSE by 21.4%; the R² value increases to 53.1% (cf. Table 3a), based on the validation with 

an equalized random sample (cf. Section 3.3). This is also shown by the boxplots (Figure 5a) for estimated 

fractions per reference decile. These illustrate an underestimation of shrub cover fractions derived from 

standard SVC, expressed by median values permanently below the 1:1 line. In contrast, the estimations 

obtained from adapted SVC uniformly scatter around the 1:1 line, expressed by median values better 

matching the reference values and a smaller variance (cf. Figure 5a). 

Table 3. Accuracies of shrub cover fraction maps derived from standard SVC and adapted 

SVC (a) for the entire study area and (b) for selected subsets. Statistics for the entire study 

area are derived from mean values of 200 iterations for an equalized random sample of  

731 observations for each decile (cf. Section 3.3). Higher accuracy values are highlighted. 

  Standard SVC Adapted SVC  

(a) MAE(%) 17.10 16.28  

 RMSE(%) 29.52 23.20  

 R²(%) 47.30 53.12  

(b) MAE(%) 12.95 11.14  

 RMSE(%) 19.56 16.68 (i) 

 R²(%) 76.00 79.82  

 MAE(%) 14.54 12.77  

 RMSE(%) 20.24 17.54 (ii) 

 R²(%) 61.05 66.88  

 MAE(%) 14.12 11.32  

 RMSE(%) 21.61 20.33 (iii) 

 R²(%) 50.33 61.98  

 MAE(%) 11.79 13.25  

 RMSE(%) 18.32 30.25 (iv) 

 R²(%) 49.32 42.91  
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Inspecting statistics on a local scale (Table 3b), this contrast is particularly obvious in (iii), where the 

R² value increased from 50.3% to 62.0% and MAE decreased from 14.1% to 11.3%, with distinctly 

lower errors in the eastern parts of the reference area (cf. Figure 4b). Again, in (iv), accuracies are 

distinctly lower for adapted SVC (cf. Table 3b), with a high proportion of overestimation at low to 

medium dense reference fractions (cf. Figure 5b (iv)). In general, however, inspecting the decile-wise 

boxplots on the local scale (Figure 5b), adapted SVC slightly underestimates dense shrub areas (i, ii) 

with maximal values close to 90%. In contrast to this, standard SVC underestimates intermediate 

fractions. Estimations slightly increase and then jump to higher fractions, expressed through abrupt 

increasing median values at about 80% (cf. Figure 5b (i, iii)). This translates into a more class-pronounced 

appearance of the shrub cover fraction maps. In contrast to this, adapted SVC reveals a more gradual 

transition in shrub vegetation. 

 

Figure 4. Shrub cover fraction maps derived from standard SVC and adapted SVC (a) for 

the entire study area and (b) for selected subsets. For information on coordinates and 

orientation, the reader is referred to Figure 1. 
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Figure 5. Decil-wise boxplot diagrams of the shrub cover fraction maps derived from 

standard SVC (left) and adapted SVC (right) (a) for the entire study area and (b) for selected 

subsets. For each box of the boxplots, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box 

are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the outliers [61]. Perfect 

prediction is highlighted with a dashed 1:1 line. 
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5. Discussion 

In this paper, we evaluated the use of an adapted SVC approach, which is capable of producing 

discrete classification maps of the dominant land cover and simultaneously generates land cover fraction 

maps to better represent gradual landscape transitions. The concept behind this strategy is the 

quantitative model evaluation during parameterization to adjust class probabilities to the prediction of 

cover fractions. The approach was previously tested using library spectra [46] and is now applied to 

simulated EnMAP data covering a landscape gradient of shrub encroachment in a semi-arid, natural 

environment in Portugal. We considered the binary, two-class problem of shrub vegetation vs. 

background. While the target shrub class only included areas covered by shrub plants from a single genus 

(Cistus spp.) and is thus spectrally very homogeneous, the background class is highly heterogeneous as 

it consisted of most remaining natural land cover types presented in the scenery, including other shrub 

species (e.g., Nerium oleander), other vegetation types (e.g., grassland, trees, riverine vegetation), dried 

riverbed sediments, bare soil, rocks, and water. The resulting spectral complexity, similarities, and  

multi-modal distributions made the classification task very challenging. 

Our first objective was to evaluate the quality of the discrete shrub classification maps derived from 

standard SVC and adapted SVC, because maintaining the high discriminative power of the SVC was a 

precondition to evaluate the adapted SVC. Both SVC approaches show their strength to sharply separate 

the target shrub cover from different background cover types (cf. Figure 3). This also applies for complex 

land cover compositions where shrub vegetation is present underneath trees in tree plantations  

(cf. Figure 3b (iii)). This is in line with most studies showing that SVCs are well suited to deal with high 

data dimensionality, spectral complexity, similarity, and variability [39,62]. Looking at the F1 accuracies 

for the entire study area (Table 2a), adapted SVC is clearly superior to standard SVC (∆F1 = + 9.0%). 

To some extent, this relates to the insufficient discrimination of shrub pixels by standard SVC, resulting 

in a too conservative estimation, i.e., a larger omission error due to the underestimation of shrub cover. 

This effect is more clearly visible in the classification subsets (Figure 3b). Thus, the suggested adaptation 

of the SVC parameterization appears to improve the separation of the target and background class. By 

including synthetically mixed spectral information that is closer to the actual class boundaries than pure 

spectra, the high share of mixed pixels is better represented in the model process. This is in line with the 

argumentation in [63], where the authors have also intentionally used mixed pixels. Our approach, 

however, is solely based on pure training pixels and synthetically mixed spectral information calculated 

thereof, and as such imposes no extra work on the user. 

Our second objective was to evaluate the accuracy of fraction maps derived from the probability 

output of standard and adapted SVC. Effective assignment of continuous shrub fractions is illustrated in 

Figure 4, where the patterns of shrub fraction distribution are in good agreement with the reference. For 

a realistic estimate of cover fractions, adapted SVC also proves to be the superior approach when 

considering the entire study area, expressed by decreased errors (∆MAE = −0.8%, ∆RMSE = −6.3%) 

and an increased goodness of fit (∆R² = +5.8%). These summarizing statistics can be confirmed for three 

of the four spatial subsets, where they are sometimes even more positive (cf. Table 3). Particularly, the 

high improvement in RMSE indicates that large errors, which are more pronounced by using RMSE than 

MAE, are reduced by adapted SVC. Similar to the discrete classification case, the poorer performance 

of standard SVC relates, to some extent, to underestimations in shrub cover fractions. In contrast, the 
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adapted SVC parameterization with synthetic mixtures positively affects quantitative predictions due to 

a better fitting of continuous model outputs, i.e., the class probabilities, to land cover fractions. As shown 

in [45], the standard parameterization often results in many parameter pairs of identical or very similar 

accuracy in the internal grid search and cross-validation. This is not the case for the adapted SVC where 

the parameter selection appears distinct. Our findings are in line with [46], and here are, for the first 

time, demonstrated on actual image data with complex mixing structures. 

The comparison between standard and adapted SVC clearly shows the improvement in shrub map 

quality through little changes in the parameterization process of the classifier. Yet, with an averaged F1 

accuracy of 81.3% and an RMSE of 23.2%, shrub map accuracies are not as high as commonly reported 

for mapping assessments in other ecosystems (e.g., forest). On the one hand, this relates to the 

heterogeneous patterns and gradual transition of shrub vegetation (cf. photos in Figure 2), especially 

when quantifying sparse vegetation types at a 30 m EnMAP scale. The challenges and limitations when 

mapping sparse vegetation in arid and semiarid environments were broadly discussed [64–67]: 

uncertainties are mainly referred to as the presence of indeterminate vegetation types, the low spectral 

contrast, the large radiation from bright soils and rocks overwhelming the lower vegetation signal, and 

the spectral coupling effect. On the other hand, the accuracies achieved with class-independent, i.e., 

overall, measures (MAE, RMSE, and R²) strongly depend on the sampling strategy used for validation. 

We selected a representative sampling strategy that accounts for the strongly skewed shrub cover 

distribution of the reference fractions, i.e., we used an equalized random sample for each reference 

fraction decile and in this way emphasize the especially challenging central deciles. When using a 

spatially representative random sample and taking into account the high share of reference pixels with low 

cover fractions, the RMSE is at 14.4% instead of 23.2% and is closer to values in other successful studies. 

Despite the overall improved performance, we also revealed large discrepancies between the fraction 

maps derived from adapted SVC and the reference map. We identified areas (e.g., Figure 4b (iv)) where 

our estimates revealed around 30% to 50% cover fractions, whereas the reference indicates no shrub 

cover. These problematic areas were also inspected by photographs, where we recognized the existence 

of early shrub succession. At this point, limitations of the reference data become obvious [34]. The 

classification of a high spatial resolution image of 1.8 m with subsequent spatial aggregation to 30 m 

was a straightforward and practicable procedure to create a large reference dataset. It allowed for an 

extensive accuracy assessment and detailed analysis of errors. However, the mixing of different land 

cover types at those high spatial resolutions will amplify discrepancies between the aggregated 

classification map and the reality. Validation becomes particularly problematic when considering wide 

areas of an early successional stage with low to medium dense shrub cover, as illustrated in Figure 2d. 

Here, the reference map may show large areas of non-shrub pixels which are then aggregated to 0% 

shrub cover, although the full area may have homogenous sparse shrub cover. Indeed, discrepancies 

between results from adapted SVC and the reference map were highest for areas with scattered small 

shrub plants and seedlings, and the resulting poor accuracies can be explained in favor of our approach 

(cf. Table 3b (iv), Figure 5b (iv)). Data analysis shows that our approach better reflects the reality as low 

to medium dense shrub pixels were imposingly recognized, which highlights the sensitivity and 

applicability of this method to areas of shrub succession. Thus, statistic measures indicate discrepancies 

between reference data and reality and underestimate accuracies, which additionally should increase 

actual accuracies of adapted SVC and further qualify adapted SVC over standard SVC. In a similar way, 
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the slight underestimation of dense shrub cover may be explained, where the reference map shows an 

aggregated 90% to 100% cover, because of the hard classification at 1.8 m, while the adapted SVC 

recognizes the certain share of non-shrub cover within such areas. 

Mapping of shrub cover fractions based on class probabilities from adapted SVC yielded promising 

results. Therefore, the approach marks a step in bridging the often dichotomous distinction between 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. Beside the improved accuracy of hard classification, the 

quantitative results prove comparable to those from purely quantitative approaches. In [34], the authors 

tested the performance of three regression methods, including support vector regression (SVR), random 

forest regression, and partial least squares regression, to estimate shrub cover fractions, based on the 

same EnMAP scene and reference map. They achieved a maximum accuracy of 12% RMSE based on a 

spatially representative random sample, which is in the range of the results presented here, where the 

spatially representative sampling leads to an RMSE of 14.4%. The beneficial effect of adapted SVC is 

that it only requires pure spectra for training which can be labeled from the image, whereas regression 

approaches as in [34] require spectra from mixed pixels together with accurate information on mixing 

proportions, which is usually not available; it mostly depends on spatially aggregated training 

information derived from higher-resolution reference maps, as it was the case in the study by [34]. The 

proposed adapted SVC approach is hence more flexible. This finding, in combination with the 

convincing accuracies, strengthens the application potential of the adapted classification approach for 

combined qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

6. Conclusion 

The classification of land cover is a widely used procedure to analyze earth observation data, leading 

to discrete results, which are easy to interpret and sufficient for many subsequent applications. However, 

they do not account for spectral mixing between different land cover types and often fail to realistically 

represent environments characterized by gradual transitions, which are typical for natural environments 

at the spatial scale of EnMAP data. It is therefore reasonable to offer easy-to-use classification 

approaches which accurately map the dominant land cover and simultaneously generate sub-pixel cover 

fraction estimates. In this paper, we propose a new, adapted approach for SVC parameter selection, 

where probability outputs are adjusted to represent cover fractions using synthetically mixed data, to 

extend a hard classification with information on shrub cover fractions. While synthetic mixtures were 

previously incorporated into the parameterization process of machine learning-based classification with 

success [46], an application on actual image data with complex mixtures was still lacking. Therefore, we 

used simulated EnMAP data to map shrub vegetation along a landscape gradient of shrub encroachment 

in southern Portugal. We derived a two-layered shrub vegetation map of hard classification and fraction 

representation of the shrub cover. We compared the performance of adapted SVC parameterization with 

the standard one. By using an unbiased equalized random sampling validation strategy, our results show 

that shrub class probabilities from adapted SVC more accurately represent shrub cover fractions 

(MAE/RMSE of 16.3%/23.2%) compared to standard SVC (17.1%/29.5%). Simultaneously, the discrete 

classification output was considerably improved (averaged F1 accuracies increased from 72.4% to 81.3%). 

Based on our findings, the integration of synthetic mixtures into the parameterization of machine 

learning-based classification in general and in SVC parameterization in particular can be recommended 

for deriving improved qualitative and quantitative gradient maps, bridging the often dichotomous 
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distinction between qualitative and quantitative analysis. The mapping of shrub cover fractions with 

class probabilities from adapted SVC yields promising results, which are competitive with state-of-the-art 

regression models, with the great advantage not requiring quantitative input. Therefore, we see benefits 

in this adapted parameterization framework to perform combined qualitative and quantitative mapping 

due to its efficient and user-friendly applicability. It is certainly worth being tested in other approaches 

and on different datasets in future studies. The approach is also scheduled to be implemented in future 

EnMAP-Box versions [57]. We see a high relevance for future EnMAP data together with advanced 

machine learning-based classification approaches for the accurate mapping of natural ecosystems on a 

frequent and area-wide basis, with unique opportunities to derive improved and realistic descriptions of 

gradual transitions. These data products can likely support a better understanding of land change 

processes and sustainable management strategies maintaining natural ecosystems to ensure the 

conservation of biodiversity and provision of essential ecosystem services. 
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